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REF. AND10810

€580,000 Apartment - Sold
Excellent, brand new 3-bedroom apartment for sale near Grandvalira
Andorra »  Grandvalira Ski area »  AD100

3
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

119m²
Floorplan  

13m²
Terrace
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OVERVIEW

This beautiful home is for sale in a brand new residential
complex in Tarter, with 2 balconies with incredible views
of the valley, high quality finishes and 2 parking spaces
included in the price.

This completely new residential complex, is found in the lovely area of Tarter, in the
Canillo parish, just a few minutes' walk from the Grandvalira ski slopes.

This excellent apartment measures 119m² and it is found on the third and top floor of
the building, which only has 4 floors, including the ground floor. The property
consists of 2 areas, the day and the night, and boasts high qualities finishes and
materials.

The night area consists of 2 double bedrooms with 2 bathrooms, and an en-suite
bedroom, offering maximum comfort for those who live there.

On the other side we find the day area, with a spacious and bright living-dining room
with an open-plan kitchen, ideal for lovers of culinary art, as well as a small utility
room. From the living-dining room you can access the 2 balconies, one of 8m² and
the other 4m², from where you can enjoy incredible views of the valley and they
allow plenty of natural light into the day area.

The apartment includes 2 parking spaces in a garage and there is the possibility of
acquiring additional parking spaces and a storage room in the same building for you
to store everything you need.

This property is ideal for those who love the mountains, hiking and doing other
activities in nature.

Available in the summer of 2019.

lucasfox.com/go/and10810

Mountain views, Private garage, Lift,
Wooden flooring, Natural light, Utility room,
Transport nearby, New build, Exterior,
Double glazing, Built-in wardrobes, Balcony
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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